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The participant comments were generally negative about
unsegmented subtitles. They were generally positive about

grammatically segmented subtitles, generated either by
professionals, or SubtitleFormatter program, on both on

small and large displays. When the participants had
different comments between large and small displays, they
said that the lines or words were too hard to see on small
displays. On large displays, they said the lines were not

complete, or that they did not like it and could not explain
why. It will be useful to know whether a viewer will read a

standard-sized presentation on a standard screen (4:3), and
also what quality standards are required for the subtitles to
be read by a far less number of viewers, as in the case of
personal devices. Without pre-formatting subtitles for the
screen size and resolution, there is no way for a subtitle

producer to know whether the subtitles will work as desired.
The television formats are now changing and not all devices
are 4:3. Television screen proportions may even vary based
on resolution, and there is no guarantee that the ratio will

remain 4:3 on all screens. On small non-interactive screens,
the screen proportion may be different than the television,
and it would be useful to know how to segment a subtitle

for such a device. The evidence that viewers can read
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differently sized subtitles on different types of displays is a
result that should have special significance to subtitling

professionals. Knowing that viewers can now read different
sized subtitles on different types of screens is vital

knowledge for subtitle producers who work with different
types of displays and viewers. This is the first

demonstration of a critical difference in how the same
subtitles look and appear to viewers on different types of

displays. These results also provide a reminder that the size
of the screen is not the only factor that will impact the

appearance of subtitles on a screen. Until now, subtitling
standards have been developed around the concept of a
given screen that uses a given aspect ratio to display the

video program. These standards should now be revised for
a wider audience, and also for devices with unknown screen

proportions.
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The standard for the sizes of subtitles, and aspect ratios of
the video frames have not changed for over 30 years. For

example, the aspect ratio of NTSC 720 by 480 is 4:3 and the
aspect ratio of PAL 720 by 576 is 4:3. These resolutions are

controlled by the standards of the television broadcast
service. Human rights and accessibility laws in some

countries such as the United States and France, in addition
to other laws set at the government level, require that

video programming be captioned [ 2 ]. Accessibility laws in
India and Brazil include a requirement that all television

programs should include captions in the original language,
and subtitles in the language of the country of origin (e.g.,
Portuguese for Brazilian programs). In the United States,
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copyright regulations require the inclusion of closed
captioning in a variety of formats, but some types of

programming do not meet legal requirements for closed
captioning. Subtitling is legally required for all educational
television programming and some of media programming,

such as news and sports events. Additionally, many
broadcast television programs include closed captioning as
a sort of "opt-in" or "opt-out" option. Civil rights laws and

disability access laws also prohibit discrimination and
require that if content has accessible captions, they be

presented in a clear and audible format [ 2 ]. The results
showing that the participants performed better on the

unsegmented subtitles were statistically significant for both
more and less experienced subtitles. This suggests that the
effects of segmentation may need to be examined further

for children who have more exposure to subtitles, especially
for smaller screens. It is not yet clear if other subgroups of
children, such as those who are more likely to have hearing
and vision deficits or autism spectrum disorder, would also

benefit from un-segmented subtitles. There is also not
enough data to establish if segmented subtitles would be

more effective for other screen resolutions or aspect ratios
other than 4:3. 5ec8ef588b
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